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step-by-step instructions + tips

1 Select Bazzill White cardstock for layout base. Select Around 
The World paper and cut apart the colored stripes. Trim a 
1”x 12” strip from Jen paper (pink woodgrain side), Garden 
Party paper (yellow chevron side), Happy Place paper (green 
stripe side), Jessica paper (aqua vine side) and Hello Hello 
paper (blue triangle side).

2 Adhere paper strips vertically in rainbow order as shown, 
beginning 3” from left edge. Add zig zag machine stitching 
vertically between the paper strips, if desired.  

3	 Use	the	exclusive	kit	cut	files	to	electronically	cut	sunburst	
shapes from Jen paper (pink stripe side, 3” in diameter), 
Kepler paper (yellow hexagon side, 2.5” in diameter) and 
Hello Hello paper (blue triangle side, 3.5” in diameter). 
Adhere pink sunburst on the left side of layout, 1.5” from 
left edge and 4.5” from top edge. Adhere yellow sunburst 
in the center, 8.25” from left edge and .5” from top edge. 
Adhere blue sunburst on the right side of layout, 2.5” from 
right edge and bottom edge.

4 Print a 5.5”x 3.75” photo and adhere to layout 3.75” from 
left edge and 2.25” from top edge. Print a 4”x 4” photo and 
adhere to layout 8.5” from left edge and 1.75” from bottom 
edge. Print two 3”x 3” photos. Adhere one to layout 3” 
from top edge and 8.75” from right edge, and the other 
2.75” from bottom edge and 5” from right edge. 

6 Trim the “shine” tag from the exclusive kit printables. Use 

glue dots to adhere the acrylic word “shine” atop tag. 
Thread hole with orange baker’s twine and adhere tag to 
layout, 4” from left edge and 3.25” from bottom edge. 

7 Trim the “too COOL” tag from the exclusive kit printables. 
Use kit stamps with blue ink to stamp balloon and two 
clouds onto scrap white cardstock. Stamp sunburst with 
yellow ink onto scrap white cardstock. Trim out stamped 
images and adhere to tag, using foam adhesive for the 

step-by-step instructions + sketch

    (cont’d)

SHINE (24x12)
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right side of layout. Use kit stamps with blue ink to stamp 
sunburst on scrap white cardstock. Trim out image and 
adhere to right of brad. Attach epoxy clip above stamped 
sunburst.

q Use kit stamps with red ink to stamp “YOU ARE MY 
SUNSHINE” vertically on left side of layout, above sunburst 
die-cut. 

w Print or handwrite journaling on scrap white cardstock. Cut 
into strips and adhere in lower right corner of layout.

balloon. Thread tag hole with blue baker’s twine and 
adhere tag to layout, 2” from top edge and 5.25” 
from right edge. 

8 Locate the heart card die-cut. Cut a piece of 
Parakeet	cardstock	(green)	to	fill	heart	shape	
and adhere to back of card. Use kit stamps 
with green ink to stamp “it’s summer” on 
edge of heart. Embellish with two yellow 
puffy	flower	stickers	in	lower	left	corner.	
Adhere die-cut to layout, 1.75” from bottom 
edge and 8.25” from right edge.

9 Select the green arrow die cut. Use a glue dot to 
adhere acrylic star to arrow. Adhere to layout, 2.25” 
from top edge and 9.75” from left edge.

0 Use kit stamps with red ink to stamp camera on scrap white 
cardstock. Trim out image and embellish with pink enamel 
sprinkles. Use foam adhesive to adhere above “shine” tag 
as shown. Affix	a	white	puffy	flower	sticker	below	camera.

{ Use kit stamps with pink ink to stamp “DOCUMENTED” on 
scrap white cardstock. Then use blue ink to stamp frame 
only (masking off “DOCUMENTED”). Trim out images. 
Stamp date into blue frame, if desired. Adhere pink frame 
under “shine” tag. Adhere blue frame to the left of “too 
COOL” tag as shown.

} Attach a stitched brad in upper corner of photo on far 
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FUN FRIENDS (12x12)

1 Select remaining Garden Party paper 
(yellow chevron side). Trim a 4”x 12”  
piece of Sunlit paper (yellow gingham 
side) and adhere to left side of Garden 
Party paper, overlapping them by 1” to 
form a 12”x 12” base. 

2 Trim the “Fun in the Sun” tag, hibiscus tag 
and “oh YEAH” tag from the exclusive kit 
printables. Adhere “Fun in the Sun” tag in 
upper left, 2” from left edge and hanging 
off top edge by 1.” Adhere hibiscus tag 
on left and “oh YEAH” tag on right.

3 Use kit stamps with pink ink to stamp 
flamingo	on	scrap	white	cardstock.	Trim	out	image	and	
color with pink pencil, if desired. Adhere with foam 
adhesive on left side of “Fun in the Sun” tag. Adhere an 
aqua	puffy	flower	sticker	above	flamingo.

4	 Use	scissors	to	fussy-cut	a	large	blue	flower,	small	pink	
flower	and	palm	leaf	from	Happy Place	paper	(floral	side.)	
Adhere pieces as shown below “Fun in the Sun” tag, using 
foam	adhesive	for	the	flowers.

5 Use kit stamps with green ink to stamp camera on scrap 
white cardstock. Trim out image and adhere below “oh 
YEAH” tag with foam adhesive.

6 Trim the sunburst tag from the exclusive kit printables. 
Adhere to left of camera as shown. Use scissors to fussy-cut 
a	large	pink	flower	and	small	orange	flower	from	Happy 
Place	paper	(floral	side.)	Adhere	pieces	with	foam	adhesive	
below camera.

7	 Trim	the	flamingo	tag	and	“Let’s go!” tag from the exclusive 
kit	printables.	Adhere	flamingo	tag	along	bottom	edge,	
3” from left edge. Adhere “Let’s go!” tag to the left of 
flamingo	tag.

8	 Adhere	epoxy	clip	to	top	of	flamingo	tag.	Adhere	tulle	
flower	to	the	left.	Fill	in	remaining	spaces	with	puffy	
flower	stickers,	stitched	brad,	acrylic	star	and	pink	enamel	
sprinkles.

9 Print two 3.25”x 5” photos. Tilt slightly and adhere to right 
side of page, 4” from top edge. 

0 Use kit stamps and pink ink to stamp the word “fun” on 
scrap white cardstock. Trim out image and color with pink 
pencil, if desired. Adhere below photos. Select Thickers 
to spell out title. Rub with yellow, green and blue ink and 
adhere below photos when dry.

{ Apply small strips of washi tape vertically on right side of 
“Fun in the Sun” tag	and	flamingo	tag.	Embellish	fussy-cut	
flower	centers	with	pink	enamel	sprinkles.

} Type or write journaling on scrap white cardstock. Cut 
into strips and adhere above photos. Stamp date under 
journaling, if desired.
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1 Select an A2 card base. Trim a 4.25”x 1” piece of Spitzer 
paper (red triangle side) and adhere to top edge of card 
base. Rub with red ink, if desired.

2 Trim a 4.25”x 1.25” strip from Jen paper (pink woodgrain 
side), Sunlit paper (yellow gingham side), Happy Place 
paper (green stripe side), Jessica paper (aqua vine side) and 
Hello Hello paper (blue triangle side). Hand tear along the 
top edge of each strip to reveal white core of paper. Adhere 
the strips to card base from top to bottom as shown, slightly 
overlapping	them	to	fit.

3	 Use	the	exclusive	kit	cut	files	to	electronically	cut	the	word	
“shine” from scrap white cardstock, 3.75” wide. Adhere to 
die-cut to card, .75” from bottom edge.

4 Use glue dots to adhere the acrylic word “sun” above the 
die	cut.	Embellish	with	a	yellow	puffy	flower	sticker	on	the	
left edge.

5 Use the kit stamps with black ink to stamp the words “YOU 
ARE MY” onto scrap white cardstock. (Mask off the word 
“SUNSHINE” on stamp after inking). Trim out and adhere 
above the acrylic word.

step-by-step instructions + tipsstep-by-step instructions + sketch

SUNSHINE CARD (4.25x5.5)

sentiment

6 Use scissors to fussy-cut a red balloon from Spitzer paper 
(balloon side). Outline balloon with black pen, if desired. 
Adhere to card front with foam adhesive, .75” from top 
edge and .5” from right edge. Embellish balloon with pink 
puffy	flower	sticker	as	shown.

DESIGN TIP: If a paper doesn’t quite match your color 

scheme, grab your inks! Ink pads, as well as spray inks or 

mists, are an easy way to deepen and darken the color of your 

papers or cardstock.
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Lisa Dickinson
is a graphic designer  

living in Colorado with 

her husband, two kids, 

and a menagerie of 

spoiled pets. 

Like many scrappers, Lisa 

was introduced to the 

scrapbooking in 1998 at a Creative Memories party. 

Her	first	scrap	project	was	an	album	documenting	

her honeymoon, complete with shaped photos and 

a plethora of beach-themed stickers! In the years 

following, her style evolved and in 2003, she had her 

first	layout	published	in	Simple	Scrapbooks	magazine.	

Since then, she has contributed to several magazines 

and manufacturer design teams, as well as authoring 

the book Design Workshop from Ella Publishing. 

When she’s not scrapping, Lisa enjoys running, cook-

ing and beating her family at Trivial Pursuit.

See more of Lisa’s work at:

www.lisadickinson.typepad.com

designer & printables
 Q U A R T E R L Y  K R A F T  K I T S

To download these exclusive Picnic in the Park 
 printable tags, please visit:

www.scrapbookandcards.com/sctsummer16-picnic-in-the-park   ONLINE BONUS

As the dog days of summer draw to a close, 
we’ll be revealing the SCT Delivered autumn kit, 
a rich collection of curated products perfect for  

fall scrapping. Be sure to check the website  
on September 2, 2016 for a first look!
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